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Setting the scene
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New atom interferometers across the world coming online

MIGA 

AION 

ZAIGA 

VLBAI 

MAGIS-100 
Stanford 

tower

MAGIS-100, arXiv:2104.02835; MIGA, arXiv:1703.02490; AION, arXiv:1911.11755; VLBAI, arXiv:2003.04875; ZAIGA, arXiv:1903.09288 



What is an atom interferometer?
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interferometry26). In many future experiments to explore gravitational 
physics, differential measurement schemes27 (for example, gravity 
gradiometry) will be used to exploit the increased sensitivity offered 
by large superposition states while cancelling the vibration-induced 
phase noise as a common mode12–14. In the work presented here,  
common-mode cancellation of the vibration-induced phase noise 
between different parts of the atom cloud allows us to observe con-
trast and additionally to see spatial interference fringes across the atom 
cloud (see below).

To further demonstrate interference, we measure the contrast enve-
lope, that is, the variation of P1 as a function of a timing delay δT before 
the final beam-recombining pulse sequence. At suitably large delays, 
contrast is suppressed, thus allowing characterization of technical noise 
sources which might be conflated with contrast at shorter delays.  
The timing asymmetry leads to a phase shift nkvzδT that depends  
on the vertical velocity vz (refs 24, 25). Integrating over the vertical 
velocity distribution of the atom cloud after the interferometer (r.m.s. 
width ∆vz), the contrast is expected to decay with δT as the envelope 

function28 T n k v T T Texp[ 2] exp[ 2 ]z
2 2 2 2 2

c
2Γ(δ )≡ − ∆ δ / = −δ / δ    , where 

the coherence time is given by δTc ≡ 1/(nk∆νz). Figure 4a displays the 
contrast envelopes and comparison to theory for 30ħk, 60ħk, and 90ħk 
beam splitters. We plot σ(P1), the standard deviation of the set of 
observed P1 values after a sequence of 20 shots at the specified δT, as 
δT is varied (see also Extended Data Fig. 2). Note that σ( )P2 2 1  is 
approximately equal to the contrast22. The data closely match the 
expected decay dependence Γ(δT) for the known values of n, k and ∆vz. 

  54 cm  

Figure 2 | Wave packets separated by 54 cm. We adjust the launch height 
of the millimetre-sized atom cloud so that it passes the detector when the 
wave packets (corresponding to the two peaks in the image) are maximally 
separated. In order to visualize the full extent of the wave function, we take 
36 snapshots of different slices of the distribution. The images are taken 
at slightly different times between the atom launch and the fluorescence 
imaging and are stitched together according to the velocity of the atoms. 
The vertical height in the plot corresponds to atom density (red indicates 
higher density).
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Figure 3 | Fluorescence images of output ports. The two atom clouds 
resulting from the final beam splitter constitute the output ports of the 
interferometer. A single fluorescence image allows us to extract the atom 
number in each port. a, The 2ħk interferometer shows high contrast with 
nearly full population oscillation between the upper port (front image) and 
the lower port (back image). b, For the 90ħk interferometer, the population 
oscillates by more than 40%. Owing to spontaneous emission and velocity 
selectivity, the detected atom number is more than ten times smaller 
than for 2ħk. All displayed images are normalized to have the same peak 
height and are labelled with δφ corresponding to the interferometer phase 
modulo 2π. Each image is 13.8 × 9.7 mm, and the data are smoothed with 
a Gaussian filter with radius 0.5 mm.

Figure 1 | Fountain interferometer. a, After evaporative cooling and a 
magnetic lensing sequence (see Methods), the ultra-cold atom cloud is 
launched vertically from below the cylindrical magnetic shield using an 
optical lattice. At t = 0, the first beam splitter sequence splits the cloud into 
a superposition of momentum states separated by nħk. At t = T, the wave 
packet is fully separated, and a mirror sequence reverses the momentum 
states of the two halves of the cloud. At t = 2T, the clouds spatially overlap, 
and a final beam splitter sequence is applied. After a short drift time, the 
output ports spatially separate by 6 mm owing to their differing momenta, 
and the two complementary ports are imaged. This diagram is not to scale, 
and the upward- and downward-going clouds are shown horizontally 
displaced for clarity. The red, cylindrical arrows illustrate the counter-
propagating laser beams that drive the Bragg transitions. The blue spheres 

represent the atomic wave packets. The solid and dashed lines show the 
trajectories of the atomic wave packets (solid lines correspond to nħk 
greater momentum in the upward direction than the dashed lines), and the 
yellow arrowheads indicate the direction of motion. b, Pulse sequence of 
a 16ħk interferometer, see Methods for details. The main plot depicts the 
spacetime trajectories of the wave packets, and the pulse train underneath 
shows the temporal profile of the laser pulse sequences. c, A moving 
standing wave (red wave, direction of motion indicated by red arrow) 
induces a Bragg transition of one specific velocity class and changes its 
momentum by 2ħk, for example, from 2ħk to 4ħk. The black lines show a 
zoomed-in view of the spacetime trajectories, labelled by momentum.  
The black dot indicates the point at which the transition from momentum 
2ħk to 4ħk occurs.
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Light pulse atom interferometry

Matter-wave Atomic Gradiometer Interferometric Sensor (MAGIS-100) 16
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Figure 4. Space-time diagram of a clock atom interferometer. An atom is launched upwards and
is freely falling under the influence of gravity. The atom is manipulated by a series of three laser
pulses (wavy lines), emitted at times 0, T , and 2T . The first pulse, with pulse area fi{2, puts the
atom in an equal superposition of ground and excited states (|1y and |2y). The second pulse, with
pulse area fi, flips each state and redirects the two parts of the wavefunction. A third pulse with
pulse area fi{2 recombines the two paths, leading to a ground and excited state population whose
ratio depends on the relative phase accumulated between the two arms.

the time each interferometer arm spends in the excited state through the increased phase
accumulation rate in the clock state. Thus, a modulation of the light travel time in between
the laser pulses changes the relative phase of the two paths, which is then expressed in the
population ratio of the output states.

The phase sensitivity of the clock interferometer can be enhanced with additional fi-pulses
from alternating directions, in between the beamsplitter pulses. Every new pair of pulses
represents an additional measurement of the light travel time across the baseline and linearly
increases the phase sensitivity. This enhancement is analogous to the Fabry-Perot cavities
employed in laser interferometers such as LIGO, which coherently enhance the sensitivity
with each reflection between the mirrors, e�ectively folding a much larger baseline. In
MAGIS, additional fi-pulses can also be applied from a single direction, creating a multi-loop
geometry in which the atomic wavepackets oscillate back and forth with some chosen period
T , resonantly enhancing the sensitivity of the detector at frequency „ 1{T [11]. This resonant
enhancement comes at the cost of bandwidth, so the pulse sequence needs to be adjusted
dynamically to scan over the target frequency range. MAGIS-100 will provide a testbed for
developing these advanced atom optics techniques for future generations of MAGIS detectors.

Increasing the space-time area through additional laser pulses is a common tool to boost
the sensitivity of atom interferometers [38, 64, 125, 137–146]. Recently, several key advances
have been made in such large-momentum-transfer (LMT) atom optics techniques. First, LMT
atom optics have been successfully incorporated into atom interferometers with long durations
of up to several seconds, enabling ultrasensitive atom interferometers in which the atomic
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Atom interferometers provide 
exquisite sensitivity to changes in timings,  
atomic structure, and local accelerations 

…why they are interesting for particle physics



Near-term aim: probe dark matter



DM landscape: classifying by mass
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Ultra-light dark matter effects testable with atom interferometers
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1. Scalar ULDM produces time-dependent changes in fundamental ‘constants’ 

2. Vector ULDM produces accelerations between different atomic isotopes 

3. Pseudoscalar ULDM leads to recession of spins

<latexit sha1_base64="p3GZMzDHTJBjovFJAndkKtA8Q3g=">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</latexit>

'ULDM(t) ⇠ cos(m't+ ✓)



Longer-term aim: gravitational wave searches



Gravitational wave detection
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Passing gravitational wave causes a small modulation 
in the distance 

AI 1

AI 2

Baseline L
strain amplitude GW frequency

<latexit sha1_base64="RUTWB9XPJtXIU7z11RBs2NX6ToM=">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</latexit>

⇠ L [1 + h sin(!t)]

Sensitive for very large L (~km scale!) 

Sensitive to GW frequencies ~ 1/T ~ Hz



This PhD project
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Collaboration ~65 people 
Cold atom: fundamental physics ratio is ~2:1 

7 institutes in the UK 

Autumn 2021

AION: Atom Interferometer Observatory and Network 
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AION: envisaged as a multi-stage project

Prospects for Atomic Interferometry at Boulby…

DRAFT schematics of AION-100 in Boulby No. 3 shaft.
It DOES look practicable from a local engineering perspective. More detailed 
engineering(+) work now to be done…

Boulby SHAFT 3: Tailings shaft. Possible location for AION-100 @ Boulby

Existing steel 
framework 

Water 
Pipes

Lift cage space

Ladder 
access

Proposed AION 
Interferometer 
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Sidearm 
Footprint

Prospects for Atomic Interferometry at Boulby…

DRAFT schematics of AION-100 in Boulby No. 3 shaft.
It DOES look practicable from a local engineering perspective. More detailed 
engineering(+) work now to be done…
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AION-10 
2020s ~10m  
instrument in 

Oxford 

AION-100 
2030s ~100m  
instrument at 

Boulby/CERN/…? 

km-instrument 
2040s major 
international 

project 

Space-instrument 
2050s 

detectors with 
~107km baseline  
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Towards first science with AION-10

location for 
AION-10

Stage 1: AION-10 

~10m tower in the Beecroft 
building in Oxford  

’24-’26:  construction 
’26-’27:  commissioning 
2027+:  science
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FIG. 4. Simulated di↵erential phase induced by a ULDM signal, atom shot noise, and anthropogenic and synanthropic noise
sources. The left and right panels show a simulated time series during the daytime and nighttime, respectively. The lower
panels focus on the first 20 minutes of the time series. The phase is dominated by the anthropogenic noise sources.

a sign change when D . h, which is the behaviour we see
in Fig. 3 for the person (foyer) relative to the car: both
have the same value of h but the minimum D value is
5 m for the person (foyer) and 20m for the car. For the
relatively small values of D and h used in Fig. 3, next-
order corrections to ��` modify the relation so the sign
changes at D ⇠ h rather than D =

p
2h.

B Simulated daytime and nighttime time series

Over an extended period of data taking, many anthro-
pogenic and synanthropic sources will contribute to the
total phase readout. Figure 4 shows simulated extended
data-taking periods: the left panels show the time series
from a busy period during the day, while the right panels
show the time series from a quiet period at night when the
occupation levels in the building are significantly lower.
The upper panels show a 5 hour time series, while the
lower panels zoom in on the first 20minutes.

We make the following assumptions for the daytime
simulation. Firstly, we assume the lift moves randomly
between seven floors within the building at a rate of 20
movements per hour between 9-10am and 12.30-2pm, five
movements per hour between 10-12.30pm, and we assume
the mass varies randomly between 1000 and 2000 kg to
account a di↵erent number of people during each move-
ment; Secondly, we assume that five people per hour use
the stairs next to the tower and that each person has
a mass ranging from 50 to 100 kg. Thirdly, we model
100 people per hour walking across the foyer or on floors
above the tower between 9-10am and 12.30-2pm, and 25
people per hour between 10-12.30pm. Finally, we assume
60 vehicles pass per hour, with a mass randomly selected
between 1000 and 5000 kg.

For the nighttime simulation, our assumptions are sim-
ilar but the rates are reduced. Firstly, for the lift we as-
sume only one movement per hour from 10pm-midnight,
and one movement between midnight-3am. Secondly, ow-
ing to the large induced phase from the people on the
stairs, we assume that the stairs next to the tower are
closed at night. Thirdly, we model up to two people per
hour walking across the foyer. Finally, we assume 10 ve-
hicles pass per hour between 10pm-midnight, and five per
hour between midnight and 3am.

In both the daytime and nighttime simulations, we in-
clude the contribution from atom shot noise, RATs and
ULDM, but their contribution is not visible on the scale
in Fig 4.

In all panels in Fig. 4, we see that the time series
is characterised by large transients on short timescales,
O(10) s, that often resemble spikes or oscillations, to-
gether with longer periods (minutes or even hours) where
the time series is relatively flat. The spiked features can
be understood with reference to Fig. 3: the change in
one plateau to another results from a movement of the
lift; the transient down and up behaviour follows from a
person on the stairs; while the Gaussian shapes are peo-
ple on the foyer or vehicles passing by. Unsurprisingly,
the daytime simulated time series has significantly more
variation compared to the nighttime simulation.

IV ANALYSIS AND
MITIGATION STRATEGIES

Removing noise from time series data is a problem en-
countered in many fields (see, e.g., [87–93]). While a
menagerie of techniques are known, we utilise an ap-
proach that is aligned with our intended outcome: to

location for 
AION-10

16Christopher McCabe

ULDM searches run for many months 

Need to ensure the busy university environment 
doesn’t hide a particle physics signal

Moving ‘test masses’ contribute to the phase:

Challenge of operating in a university building
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Prototyped some mitigation strategies…but much more to do!
9

Transient 
removal

Detrend

Raw time series

Cleaned time series

Transient identification: ‘Rolling standard deviation’

Apply masks

FIG. 5. Our data cleaning approach to eliminate transient noise in a simulated time series. The upper left panel shows the
raw time series containing transients in the phase induced by anthropogenic noise and (invisible on this scale) changes induced
by synanthropic noise. Transients are identified by calculating ���, the rolling standard deviation (upper right). Events that
surpass the transient detection threshold, indicated by the magenta line, are masked, as indicated in the lower panels: diagonal
lined hatching represents masking applied to anthropogenic noise while the dotted hatching represents masked synanthropic
noise. The bottom left panel shows the result of detrending the masked time series. The cleaned time series is now distributed
around a common baseline and is ready for analysis with the Lomb-Scargle periodogram.

B Lomb-Scargle periodogram

We employ the Lomb-Scargle periodogram to analyse
the spectral features of the cleaned time series. The
Lomb-Scargle periodogram is usually defined as

SLS
k =

1

2

(
P

` ��` cos (2⇡fk [t` � ⌧ ]))2P
` cos

2(2⇡fk[t` � ⌧ ])

+
1

2

(
P

` ��` sin(2⇡fk[t` � ⌧ ]))2
P

` sin
2(2⇡fk[t` � ⌧ ])

,

(16)

where `, as before, is an integer running over the values
from 0 to N � 1, t` denotes the time of the `th measure-
ment, fk denotes discrete frequencies, and ⌧ is given for
each frequency fk by

⌧ =
1

4⇡fk
tan�1

✓P
` sin(4⇡fkt`)P
` cos(4⇡fkt`)

◆
. (17)

See Ref. [103] for a more comprehensive discussion.
As defined here, SLS

k has units of rad2, which is dif-
ferent to our definition of the classical periodogram,
Sk, which has units rad2/Hz. The Lomb-Scargle peri-
odogram allows for di↵ering values of �t throughout the
time series, so dropping the �t prefactor that was in-
cluded in eq. (8) avoids ambiguity. In our simulation,
however, we assume a structured observation regime in

which we fix �t = 2 s for all observations. Therefore,
to make a closer connection with the earlier results, we
show PSDLS ⌘ �t SLS

k in our figures.
In practical terms, we calculate SLS

k using the astropy
package [104], with the ‘psd’ normalisation and ‘fast’
method, which utilises the fast Fourier transform. This
formalism fits a sinusoid to the data at each frequency
with a higher power in the periodogram being associated
with a better fit. It uses the floating-mean model to fit for
the mean of data and uses only one Fourier term in the
fit. We set ‘samples per peak = 1’ such that fk = k/Tint,
which implies that our frequency grid and Nyquist fre-
quency are the same for both the Lomb-Scargle and clas-
sical periodograms.

C Frequency-domain analysis with anthropogenic
and synanthropic noise

The two panels in Fig. 6 show the square root of
the Lomb-Scargle PSD for a simulated time series with
a ULDM field with parameters m' ' 4 ⇥ 10�16 eV
(f' = 0.1Hz) and dme = 1, ASN with phase noise
�� = 10�4 rad/

p
Hz and anthropogenic noise (upper

panel), and with both anthropogenic and synanthropic
noise (lower panel). The simulated time series assumes
that data taking occurs during an eight-hour period at
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Join us in pushing the boundaries in particle physics

- We welcome applicants from diverse backgrounds, including those who 
may not have prior expertise in atom interferometry 
‣ We will train and support you to help you reach your full potential 

- Become an integral part of the AION collaboration 
‣ Join the KCL AION: includes me, John Ellis and two fellow PhD students 
‣ Meet with the RAL team today 

- If you’re interested in finding out more, come talk to us later today



Thank you


